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ABSTRACT Prolyl oligopeptidase (POP) is a large 80 kDa protease, which cleaves oligopeptides at the C-terminal side of pro-
line residues and constitutes an important pharmaceutical target. Despite the existence of several crystallographic structures,
there is an open debate about migration (entrance and exit) pathways for ligands, and their coupling with protein dynamics.
Recent studies have shown the capabilities of molecular dynamics and classical force fields in describing spontaneous binding
events and nonbiased ligand migration pathways. Due to POP’s size and to the buried nature of its active site, an exhaustive
sampling by means of conventional long enough molecular dynamics trajectories is still a nearly impossible task. Such a level
of sampling, however, is possible with the breakthrough protein energy landscape exploration technique. Here, we present an
exhaustive sampling of POP with a known inhibitor, Z-pro-prolinal. In >3000 trajectories Z-pro-prolinal explores all the acces-
sible surface area, showing multiple entrance events into the large internal cavity through the pore in the b-propeller domain.
Moreover, we modeled a natural substrate binding and product release by predicting the entrance of an undecapeptide sub-
strate, followed by manual active site cleavage and nonbiased exit of one of the products (a dipeptide). The product exit shows
preference from a flexible 18-amino acid residues loop, pointing to an overall mechanism where entrance and exit occur in
different sites.
INTRODUCTION
Prolyl oligopeptidase (POP; EC 3.4.21.26) (also known
as prolyl endopeptidase, PREP, or postproline cleaving
enzyme) is a serine protease that cleaves postproline bonds
in short peptides (1). POP inhibitors might be valuable com-
pounds in a variety of clinical conditions of the brain, such
as the cognitive disturbances present in schizophrenia and
bipolar affective disorder, as indicated by their neuroprotec-
tive and cognition-enhancing effects in experiments with
animals (2). For these reasons, a plethora of POP inhibitors
have been developed during the last 10 years for treatment
of several central nervous system disorders (3,4). Two basic
groups of inhibitors have been proposed: forming a covalent
bond with the catalytic serine and noncovalent ones. Both of
them dock at the same specific proline pocket, the main dif-
ference being the presence or lack of chemical groups
capable of covalently binding to Ser-554. The development
of POP inhibitors, however, has been based almost exclu-
sively on modification of the canonical peptidomimetic
compound Z-prolyl-prolinal (ZPP) that fits into the POP
active site. This strategy does not take into account other
possible POP binding surfaces such as surfaces involved
in the entry of substrates and/or exit of products, which
may trigger the discovery of innovative peptide scaffolds
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with biological activity. In addition to its enzymatic role,
POP interacts with several proteins, a-synuclein being one
of the most relevant. POP accelerates aggregation of a-syn-
uclein in vitro, a process that can be reversed by specific
inhibitors (5,6). Moreover, nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy studies have revealed that POP is a highly dy-
namic protein and that active site inhibition shifts this
conformational equilibrium toward a less dynamic form
(7). POP structural fluctuations and its importance for sub-
strate/inhibitor delivery, however, is centering particular
attention (8,9).

The crystal structures of POP indicate two domains, a
catalytic one bearing the Ser-His-Asp triad and the so-called
b-propeller domain, which covers a huge cavity around the
catalytic center (1). Ligand access to this catalytic center,
however, is under debate. Two main entry/exit areas have
been investigated since release of the first crystal structures
of porcine POP 16 years ago. The first one is a pore in the b-
propeller domain, whereas the other is a ~18-residue flexible
loop (some authors call it loop A (10)) standing close to
the active site. The diameter of the pore (distance between
two approximately opposite a-carbons) is around 11–13 Å
(Fig. 1). This means that appropriate conformational orien-
tations of some side chains in the area could open a passage
for some inhibitors or small peptides. Two lysine side chains
and two glutamic acid ones form salt bridges, which,
together with a few hydrogen bonds reduce the propeller
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.11.3453
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FIGURE 1 (A) Side view of the flexible loop

(underlined in red) with a bound ZPP inhibitor

(green). The arrow points to the b-propeller pore.

(B) Bottom view showing also the pore distance

between two a-carbons (red circles). (C) Structure

and maximum width of ZPP. (D) All eight starting

positions of ZPP (in green) for the entrance simu-

lations and their approximate distance (purple) in

Å to the center of the pore (purple bead). To see

this figure in color, go online.
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pore (Protein Data Base (PDB) entry 1QFS). Some experi-
mental data shows forming of a disulfide bridge to block
this pore but in this case the bridge is created aside and
does not cover the central part of the pore (11). The mobility
of the flexible loop, on the other side, has been suggested by
trypsin cleavage assays (10). Recent experimental studies,
however, question its involvement in ligand delivery. In
the work of Szeltner and co-workers (10) a heptadecapep-
tide is better cleaved from a mutated POP containing a
loop covalently locked by a disulfide bridge to the catalytic
domain.

Of importance, there is an additional crystal structure
from the bacterium Aeromonas punctata (12) where the
two domains present a large opening, pointing to a clear
entrance into the active site. In fact the domains are almost
separated and only held by two covalent bonds—the hinge
between the domains. However, there is no mammalian
crystal structure showing such conformation, neither is there
clear experimental proof of this opening (10). Furthermore,
a porcine POP crystal structure, 99% similar to the human
one, shows clear differences to the bacterial one in the non-
covalent forces keeping together the two domains (12).
Other studies also suggest that local conformational changes
related to some flexible loops but not the entire domains
could be responsible for the access to the active site of
POP (13).

Computational studies have also addressed POP’s dy-
namics and its possible ligand migration pathways. Molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations showed significant loop
opening and exposure to the bulk solvent (13). Some authors
in their previous study have used steered MD and umbrella
sampling simulations to force the inhibitor ZPP exiting from
the active site (8). In this work, the inhibitor was pulled in
two possible directions: the loop one and to the b-propeller
pore. Results show that the exit of ZPP is energetically more
favorable through the loop region (8). Docking results and
subsequent MD simulations from a docked pose of an inhib-
itor in the b-propeller pore have shown that the ligand can
reduce some distance traveling toward the active site, which
depicts potentiality of b-propeller in ingesting a ligand (9).
None of the published simulations have shown indications
for the interdomain opening. All of them reveal stable
closed POP structures during the simulations except for
some loop motions (13).

Using special purpose machines or graphical processors
units, a nonbiased search accessing microsecond timescale
simulations has recently been performed on small or
medium systems (14,15). These computational approaches
represent a significant computational cost, being still pro-
hibitive when dealing with complex systems (buried active
sites) such as POP. To address this issue we have used pro-
tein energy landscape exploration (PELE), a novel computa-
tional technique capable of exploring the nonbiased ligand
diffusion and proteins dynamics (16). PELE combines a
Monte Carlo stochastic approach with protein structure pre-
diction algorithms, and it is capable of accurately reproduc-
ing long-timescale processes in a 1–2 order of magnitude
faster manner than MD (17–20). Such a technological devel-
opment, together with the use of the supercomputer Mare
Nostrum, has allowed us to run 3000 trajectories, for an
extensive exploration of ZPP interaction with both mamma-
lian and bacterial POP. Our results indicate that entrance
happens mainly through the bottom pore, with only smaller
molecules being able to enter through the bacterial opened
loop. Furthermore, we simulated the catalytic process of
entering an 11-amino acid residue peptide as a substrate
and the exiting of one of the two products. This full catalytic
event indicates entrance through the b-propeller pore and
exit of the cleaved small peptide through the loop area.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

System preparation

Initial coordinates for the closed POP structures were taken from the PDB

entries 1QFS (mammalian porcine) (1) and 3IVM (bacterial A. punctata)

(12). Semiopen bacterial POP coordinates were obtained from the PDB

structure 3IUQ (12). Hydrogen atoms and titratable side chains were opti-

mized with the Protein Preparation Wizard tool from Schrödinger (21) at

physiological pH. The covalent bond with the ligand was broken (with

the corresponding hydrogen additions) to assure the free exploration. The

second ligand in PDB 3IVM was removed. Two missing flexible fragments

(residues 194–201 and 654–660) of the 3IUQ PDB entry were recovered

and filled with the Prime software (21).
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PELE

The PELE algorithm is based on a consecutive iteration of three main steps:

a ligand and protein (backbone) perturbation, a side-chain sampling, and a

minimization (22,23). Thus, the procedure begins by a ligand perturbation

involving a random translation and rotation of the ligand. In the case of the

protein, the perturbation is based on the a-carbons anisotropic network

model (ANM) (24); all atoms are displaced by a minimization where the

a-carbons are forced to follow a randomly picked low eigenvector (within

the lowest six modes) obtained in the ANM approach. In particular, three

consecutive perturbations of 1.5 Å in the same mode (and direction) were

used before randomly picking a new mode. The ANM network model

used identical springs connecting all a-carbons within a 15 Å cutoff (addi-

tional details on the ANM setup can be found in (20). The algorithm defines

the most excited side chains with the largest changes in energy after the

ANM move and these are included in the next step, the side-chain predic-

tion. Here, PELE proceeds by optimizing all side chains local to the ligand

in a defined distance (6 Å) together with the hot side chains determined in

the ANM step (22,23). The last procedure involves the minimization of the

entire system, keeping the a-carbon with a weak constraint after the ANM

move. These steps compose a move that is accepted (a new local minimum)

or rejected based on a Metropolis criterion, forming a stochastic trajectory.

PELE runs were carried out at a temperature of 1000� K. As emphasized in

our original work (16,20), this high Metropolis temperature does not corre-

spond to a real thermal bath, the effective temperature being significantly

lower. PELE uses an OPLS (optimized potentials for liquid simulations)

all-atom force field (OPLS-AA) (25) with an implicit surface generalized

Born (SGB) continuum solvent model (26).

PELE’s combination of random perturbations and protein structure pre-

diction algorithms results in an effective exploration of the protein energy

landscape, capable of reproducing large conformational changes associated

with ligand migration (16–20). The method provides MD quality results

(20) at a significantly faster rate. When compared to docking techniques,

it provides a good induced fit description, allowing the docking in difficult

cases (apo, cross-docking, etc.) (19). Moreover, when combined with Mar-

kov state models, PELE provides absolute binding free energies in a similar

fashion to extensive (and more expensive) MD techniques (17).
PELE entrance/exit protocols

For ZPP, rotations and translations alternate between two different values:

small ones using 30� rotation and 0.75 Å translation, and big ones with 60�

and 1.50 Å, which were independently and randomly switched (with 50%

overall probability). Two different ANM options were used for sampling

the protein backbone. First type includes a random switch among the first

(lowest) six calculated modes. The second type, aiming to bias the protein

opening, used a dominant ANMmode describing the movement of opening

and closing of the two domains.

For the entrance simulations, the ligand was placed at eight different

random positions in the protein surface (see Fig. 1 D for the exact initial

ligand positions). When studying the exit pathways, the ligand was chosen

always to start from the active site in an equivalent position to the crystal-

lographic structures.
Entropy corrections

Entropy loss estimates for the bound complex (respect to the solution value)

were divided in the following contributions: translational, rotational,

conformational, and vibrational. Translational, rotational, and vibrational

entropies were obtained using the standard ideal gas approximation

(for example as described in the Gaussian thermochemistry site, http://

www.gaussian.com/g_whitepap/thermo.htm). Conformational entropy

was obtained by screening all available dihedral conformations for the

ligand and the neighboring protein side chains (in direct contact,
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<2 Å): DSconf ¼ kB ln (UC / UPUL), where UC is the available dihedrals

for the complex, UL for the isolated ligand and UP for the isolated protein.
Loop prediction

Loop prediction calculations were executed with the Prime package from

Schrödinger software (21). The protocol includes a default sampling algo-

rithm and ultra extended loop refinement method, specifically designed to

overcome sampling problems with long loops (>10 residues). Side-chain

refinement was limited to residues with a side-chain heavy atom within

7.5 Å of any b-carbon from the loop. Energy cutoff for the final minimiza-

tion refinement was varied to 20 kcal/mol (default is 10 kcal/mol). The loop

prediction included residues 190–208 for the porcine POP and residues

190–205 for the bacterial one.
MD

MD simulations were performed using the Desmond MD program (27,28).

The bound ZPP structure (PDB entry 1QFS) was solvated in an ortho-

rhombic box of 19 012 water molecules, and 66 sodium and 49 chloride

ions were added to neutralize and create a 0.14 M solution of NaCl. We

used the OPLS-AA force field and the simple point charge water model.

The default relaxation protocol in Desmond was used, followed by a

70 ns production run in the NPT ensemble using the Nose-Hoover thermo-

stat and the Martyna-Tobias-Klein barostat (29,30). The smooth particle

mesh Ewald method was used for the long-range interactions.
RESULTS

Loop prediction calculations and MD simulations

Loop prediction calculations obtained with the Prime soft-
ware indicate preference for the closed state. For both
porcine and bacterial, the first loop pose corresponds to a
structure in close agreement with the crystallographic
closed one with 0.5 Å and 0.9 Å a-carbon root mean-square
deviation (RMSD), respectively. Higher energy poses, how-
ever, introduce some degree of opening. In porcine, we find
the most open structure as the fifth pose, with an energy in-
crease of 9.1 kcal/mol, shown in Fig. 2 A in black. Easier
opening is observed in the bacterial POP simulations. In
this case, the second result by score, shown in Fig. 2 A in
red, represents the most opened loop geometry, with an en-
ergy increase of only 2.3 kcal/mol. In both porcine and bac-
terial POP the loop is involved in interactions with another
small flexible part of b-propeller domain. This is the loop
constructed by residues 215–222 for the porcine and the
same one for the bacterial analog (residues 212–219). The
two most open structures were chosen as our initial models
for the open state simulations in PELE (called porcine open
and bacterial open, see Table 1).

The analysis of the MD simulations for the porcine struc-
ture also indicates some degree of loop opening. The loop
starts the opening at ~10 ns of the simulations and after
passing through a semiopen conformation tends to partially
close again. Together with loop motion toward opening,
ZPP starts moving in a direction showing partial exiting
through the loop with the phenyl ring as a leading residue.

http://www.gaussian.com/g_whitepap/thermo.htm
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FIGURE 2 (A) Comparison of loop shapes from porcine (thin black tube) and bacterial (thin red tube) POP crystal structures, with PDB entries 1QFS and

3IVM, against most open structures from loop prediction calculations in the same colors but thicker tubes. (B) The 45 ns MD snapshot (green) is compared to

the loop predicted structure (black). ZPP’s position in the active site is underlined in red licorice. (C) Time evolution of SASA for residues 200–207, 590–594,

and 641–644. Data were updated every 50 ps. To see this figure in color, go online.
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The maximum open loop snapshot along the MD simula-
tion, occurring at the 45 ns, is shown in Fig. 2 B in green.
This opening is also clear when inspecting the evolution
of the solvent accessible surface area for the main residues
involved in the loop structure, as shown in Fig. 2 C. Interest-
ingly, many of the structures from Prime’s loop predictions
have RMSD differences from MD snapshots lower than 1 Å
(Fig. 2 B).
PELE explorations

The summary of PELE simulations exploring the entrance
and exit pathways for the ZPP ligand in both porcine and
bacterial POP is shown in Table 1. As a reminder, to model
the open state, we used the most opened loop structures
shown in Fig. 2 A (obtained with loop prediction
techniques).

ZPP entrance pathway

As seen in Table 1, out of the 400 simulations for each sys-
tem we obtain approximately the same number of entrances
by the b-propeller pore in all of them (referred to as bottom
pathway in Table 1). As indicated in the Materials and
Methods, ZPP initial positions were randomly placed in
the protein surface (Fig. 1 D). The remaining nonentering
trajectories present structures where the ligand is associated
TABLE 1 Entrance and exit pathways simulations

PELE experiment ENTRANCE simulations EXIT simulations

Protein structure Pathway/successful/total number of trajectories

Porcine closed bottoma/12/400 bottom/5/400

Porcine open bottom/13/400 bottom/5/400

Bacterial closed bottom/13/400 bottom/1/400

Bacterial open bottom/14/400b loop/10/400c

loop/7/400b bottom/1/400c

aBottom refers to the b-propeller pore.
b,cSame set of trajectories.
with the surface (with some minor excursions into the bulk
solvent). Furthermore, within each simulation the ligand
explores a large fraction of the protein surface (see, for
example, Fig. 3 or Movie S1 in the Supporting Material).
In Fig. 3 we show a cross-section image where we display
the ZPP ligand with blue beads (protein not shown) for
the 50,000 snapshots along the porcine closed simulation.
Clearly, we observe how the ligand covers the protein sur-
face getting inside through the bottom entrance. In ~60%
of these entrance events, ZPP enters the b-propeller pore
by the hydrophobic phenyl moiety (Fig. 4 A). From the pro-
tein site, the most displaced blade of the b-propeller, after
overlapping with the crystal structure, is the one bearing
His-180 (Fig. 4 B). Two other blades, ones bearing Glu-
134 and Lys-82, also show significant displacement. In the
remainder 40% entrance events ZPP enters by the proline
moiety, showing similar displacement of the blades. These
three blade changes (marked with stars on Fig. 4 B), how-
ever, do not enlarge the pore significantly, and they seem
to be induced by internal protein adjustments rather than
by interaction with ZPP; analogous changes are seen with
and without inhibitor.
FIGURE 3 Cross section of POP from the side depicting the large cavity

(enclosed in red dashed curve) and the ZPP surface exploration and bottom

entrance. ZPP is presented with blue beads and the protein is omitted. To

see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 4 (A) Snapshot of entering ZPP

through the b-propeller pore of porcine POP

(surface presentation). (B) Bottom view of the

entrance, gray cartoon, with an overlapped crystal

structure (PDB entry 1QFS) shown in red cartoon.

Black, green, and blue stars indicate bigger

changes in the blades bearing His-180, Glu-134,

and Lys-82. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Our simulations indicate that the number of bottom en-
trances in both species is independent of the nature of the
loop. Moreover, the mammalian POP does not show any
ligand entrance by the loop even when starting by the
open state. The bacterial one, however, shows seven en-
trances by the loop pathway when starting the simulation
with the open state, the only instance where we observe
entrance through the loop pathway.

ZPP exit pathway

Statistics on exit simulations, where the ligand starts in its
active site position, show significantly different results
from the entrance ones. In all cases the bottom exit was
less probable than the entrance. Furthermore, contrary to
the entrance, the exit through the bottom shows different re-
sults between porcine and bacterial, five events for porcine
and only one for bacterial. Nevertheless, the exit through
the bottom is still independent of the loop state.

Fig. 5 shows an entrance (green) and an exit (red) bottom
trajectory for the closed porcine state. Fig. 5 A displays the
ligand RMSD (to the bound x-ray crystal) along the PELE
trajectory and the protein-ligand interaction energy. The
entrance trajectory has initial high RMSD and interaction
energies, decreasing accordingly along the entrance
pathway. As expected, the opposite behavior is seen for
the exit trajectory: an increase in RMSD and interaction
energy. We should notice here that ZPP is a covalent inhib-
itor and that RMSD values are obtained in comparison to
the bound crystal. The best binding ligand poses adopts an
analogous crystal orientation but missing the last ~1–2 Å
translation of the covalent bound formation, giving an over-
all RMSD ~5 Å. The ligand exits the bottom at approxi-
mately the 650 step, where we see an important barrier
(~6 kcal/mol) in interaction energy. We want to note once
more that the entrance trajectory starts significantly apart
from the bottom pore.

Entropic contributions for ZPP at the bound state indicate
a 31.2 kcal/mol correction to the binding free energy (�TDS
term), obtained from 11.1, 15.0, 1.9, and 4.2 contributions
from the translational, rotational, vibrational, and configura-
tional entropy terms, respectively. This number, together
with the PELE interaction energy, indicates an overall favor-
able binding event for ZPP in the noncovalent initial stage of
Biophysical Journal 108(1) 116–125
the binding process. Moreover, we want to point to the nice
correlation between the interaction energy and the RMSD in
the last approach to the active site (lower right green and left
red corners in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 A), indicating bio-
logical relevance for these pathways.

The most interesting aspect of the exit simulations, how-
ever, is the presence of 10 exit events through the loop
pathway in the bacterial open state, see Fig. 6 A. Fig. 6 B
shows a representative orientation of ZPP when crossing
the loop, with the phenyl leading the pathway. In most of
the cases exiting was observed with the participation of
five residues, Trp-579, Phe-174, Tyr-233, Arg-232, and
Tyr-190. Interestingly, this orientation adopted by the ligand
is similar to the one observed in our MD simulation of
porcine POP as a response of loop semiopening (Fig. 6 B).

Porcine POP interdomain opening

PELE can simulate protein motion according to the
displacement of a-carbon-based ANM (24), an elastic
model capable of describing large conformational changes.
Inspection of the lowest six ANM modes showed that either
the first or the second mode (depending on the initial struc-
ture) is associated with the interdomain opening direction.
Thus, we forced PELE to sample this opening mode as
the main ANM mode in porcine POP. Although open struc-
tures (similar to the open bacterial crystal) were produced
when following (forcing) this mode, all of our attempts,
including extreme temperatures, were unsuccessful in stabi-
lizing them; the open structures spontaneously revert back
to the closed one when not forcing the opening sampling
mode.

Undecapeptide (substrate) entering and dipeptide (product)
exiting simulations

Taking into account the results on ZPP, we modeled the
entrance of a 11-residue peptide through the b-propeller
pore in porcine POP. We also wanted to simulate the pep-
tide cleavage in two products and the exit of the smaller
(and more mobile) one in the presence of the other product
in POP’s cavity. For this purpose the Phe-Gly-Cys-Gly-
Ala-Ser-Ala-Gly-Pro-Ala-Gly peptide, with two residues
after the Pro cleavage point, was built. To facilitate the
experiment the smaller product peptide (exiting part of



FIGURE 5 (A) Ligand interaction energy profile for a representative ZPP’s entrance (green) and exit (red) trajectories. (B) Superposition of same trajec-

tories (with same colors scheme) on one POP structure. ZPP positions along the trajectories are shown with beads, the flexible loop in yellow tube, and the

initial inhibitor position in yellow licorice. To see this figure in color, go online.
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the simulations) was chosen to be a dipeptide (Ala-Gly).
The undecapeptide was placed around the bottom pore
and guided to the a-carbon of the catalytic Ser-554 using
the spawning algorithm in PELE. This algorithm aims to
reduce the distance between two atoms (the a-carbons of
Ser-554 and the substrate Pro) by random perturbation of
the ligand and by using a tolerance distance window, 3 Å
in our simulation. Every time the trajectory has a distance
value larger (by the tolerance value) than the best regis-
tered distance, it will abandon the search and start with
the best coordinates. Obviously, the best registered distance
is updated when a shorter distance is found. Applying such
protocol, the substrate cannot move further away, and ex-
plores freely, in a reduced window, possible structures
that will reduce the desired distance. In this way, we can
model difficult cases like the entrance of a large substrate
by the bottom pore.

Fig. 7 shows the interaction energy profile and the Ser-
554-Pro distance along the guided entrance process. As
mentioned previously, we should keep in mind that this
value reflects only internal energies which, due to the pep-
tide size (forming numerous hydrogen bonds), are signifi-
cantly larger. Rotational, vibrational, and translational
entropic corrections amount for ~34 kcal/mol. Conforma-
tional entropy is out of our reach due to the presence of
30 rotatable bonds. Nevertheless, it was recently estimated
to be on the order of ~60 kcal/mol for a nine-residue flexible
peptide, giving rise to a total corrections on the order of
~94 kcal/mol (31). As seen in Fig. 7, no significant energy
barrier is observed along the initial entrance process, in
FIGURE 6 (A) A representative ZPP exit simu-

lation for the open-loop (shown in green) bacterial

POP. ZPP is shown in red beads. (B) A detailed

view of the exit through the open loop and partici-

pating residues (in green). ZPP in blue corresponds

to a superimposed structure from a MD snapshot in

porcine POP. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 7 (A) Entering snapshot of the undeca-

peptide (C-terminus shown) and the residues form-

ing the entrance. (B) Average distance (angstroms)

between the carbonyl carbon of the undecapeptide

proline and the oxygen atom of POP’s Ser-554 for

all entering trajectories. (C) Average binding en-

ergy profile for the entering trajectories (in kcal/

mol). (D) Details of Phe-476 rearrangement to

accommodate the pyrrolidine proline ring. To see

this figure in color, go online.
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agreement with a smooth reduction in the guiding distance.
Thus, it seems like the big internal cavity can accommodate
and easily allow the passage of large peptides. Around step
150 (Fig. 7) and after reaching a low Ser-554-Pro distance,
we observe a significant side-chain rearrangement, giving
rise to a better fitting (lower interaction energies) in the
active site pocket. In particular, it involves mainly residues
Phe-476 and Trp-595, two main actors in the active site pro-
line pocket (as seen in the crystals 1QFS and 1E8N), where
we observe changes from a closed state (Fig. 7 D, yellow) to
an open one (Fig. 7 D, atom type color) to better accommo-
date the pyrrolidine proline ring.

When the proline a-carbon reached ~4 Å from the hy-
droxyl oxygen of Ser-554 (part of the catalytic triad) we
cleaved the substrate into two peptide fragments. At this
point, we repeated the nonbiased exit simulations for the
small dipeptide product as performed with ZPP. We used
the open loop state and we ensured that the remaining
nine-residue product peptide was not blocking the bottom
pore, facilitating the possible exit of the two-residue prod-
uct fragment along both pathways. Of importance, and con-
trary to the results with ZPP, from a total of 400
trajectories, we observe now 38 exits along the loop
pathway, with only seven events through the bottom. Movie
S2 from the full process is deposited in the Supporting Ma-
terial. We should emphasize that in this simulation only the
two-residue fragment is perturbed (asked to leave) in
PELE’s simulation, and that it does it in the presence of
a bulkier nine-residue fragment, which remains the entire
time in the POP’s cavity. An additional (and last) simula-
tion was performed after removing (by deleting it) the non-
apeptide from the POP’s cavity. Thus, here the small
product was let free to explore all internal volume before
leaving the protein. In this case, we observed 19 exits
through the loop opening and 29 through the bottom
from a total number of 400 trajectories.
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The dipeptide exit through the loop happens mostly from
two different areas associated with a larger opening around
residues Leu-206 and Thr-204 and a smaller one around
Thr-202 (Fig. 8 B). Both combined, could result into an
opening similar to the one predicted for bacterial POP
(Fig. 2, red). For this small dipeptide product, five exit tra-
jectories cross another loop (some authors call it loop B
(13)), involving catalytic domain residues 578–604; three
of them involve close interactions to Tyr-589. In only one
trajectory, ZPP exits around residue Pro-74 between the
hinge keeping together the catalytic and b-propeller do-
mains (exits 578–604 and through the hinge are not shown
on Fig. 8). Exiting around loop 578–604 shows another po-
tential flexible part of POP. Finally, analogous to ZPP,
entropic contributions for the dipeptide product gave
25.5 kcal/mol, which added to an ~10 kcal/mol interaction
energy in the solvent gave a total exothermic energy profile
for product release.
DISCUSSION

The loop prediction results, both using Prime and MD, indi-
cate that the loop in the mammalian POP has significant
mobility, confirming previous experimental and computa-
tional results (10,13). The excellent agreement of the pre-
dicted structures with the experimental ones, 0.5 Å and
0.9 Å a-carbon RMSD with porcine and bacterial crystals,
respectively, indicates the quality of Prime’s algorithm in
sampling long loops and gives credit to the open structure
predictions. Moreover, we observe a large degree of over-
lapping between the loop prediction techniques and the
MD results for the semiopen loops. Thus, one would expect
that being able to run a longer MD we would observe a
larger opening of the loop, similar to the one predicted by
Prime. Moreover, a similar argument could be expected
for domain opening. Our mammalian simulations do not



FIGURE 8 (A) Ligand interaction energy and RMSD profiles for the bottom (red, exiting at ~30 Å of ligand RMSD) and loop (green, exiting at ~15 Å of

ligand RMSD) exit pathways for the Ala-Gly product. (B) Representative exit snapshots along the exit pathways (same color scheme). In purple licorice, we

underline some residues from the loop (in yellow) where the dipeptide exits POP’s cavity. To see this figure in color, go online.
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present significant interdomain conformational change as
the one present in the bacterial crystals. Inspection of the in-
terdomain contacts seems to confirm larger difficulty in
opening mammalian POP. Normal mode analysis, however,
still indicates that the lowest modes describe domain-
domain movement. Thus, one could expect that consider-
ably larger MD simulations could introduce partially
opened structures.

In previous experimental work, it showed not only the
mobility of this loop but also the important contributions
to the substrate enter/exit mechanisms, i.e., lower activity
of a porcine POP mutant lacking this loop (10). The largest
predicted opening in porcine POP is, however, not as signif-
icant as the one observed in bacterial POP. Nevertheless, the
exit of the two-residue product during the simulation of the
undecapeptide substrate seems to indicate that the loop
opening is enough for some small product release (see
below).

Our simulations indicate a clear preference for the bottom
entrance. Only for the bacterial opened state do we observe
partial entrance by the loop pathway, yet the statistics for
this state show higher occurrence for the bottom entering
(Table 1). We should keep in mind that simulations were
performed with a relatively small molecule size (compared
to average POP size substrates) like ZPP. Thus, for larger
peptides one would expect even a larger contribution of bot-
tom entrances.

The entrance by the bottom pore is in agreement with
recent umbrella sampling simulations (8) where the authors
monitor the energy profile when forcing exit pathways. In
another study, using MD from a docked inhibitor in the
bottom of the large internal cavity, the authors show spon-
taneous migration of the ligand toward the active site re-
gion (9). Along the different entrances through the
bottom pore, we find nine residues (Glu-134, His-180,
Leu-240, Ser-241, Asp-242, Asp-243, Gln-388, Lys-389,
and Lys-390) having contacts closer than 4 Å with ZPP
atoms. One could expect that mutations that introduce
bulkier side chains in some of these positions would result
in a weaker inhibitory activity (with possibly a large alter-
ation of binding kinetics) of ZPP. Within our statistical lim-
itations, our results indicate no orientation preference along
the b-propeller pore entrance for small inhibitors. Further-
more, such size molecules do easily rotate and translate in
the POP’s internal huge cavity. Bigger peptide substrates,
however, might need some guiding to pass preferably
with its C-terminus. The amount of Lys side chains around
the bottom pore (Lys-81, 82, 84, 157, 162, 183, 389,
390) could be this guiding tool (some of them shown in
Fig. 7 A).

Although the bottom entrance in bacterial POP has
similar probability to the mammalian one, exiting by the
same pathway is severely more restricted (Table 1). A close
look at both structures reveals clear differences in the pore
residues. Mammalian Lys-81 and Lys-389, are replaced by
the bulkier Arg-83 and His-377. Similarly, Asp-242 in
porcine is replaced by a longer Glu-240. More importantly,
Arg-135 replaces Glu-134. We observe, in ~50% of cases
where ZPP is in close proximity to exit by the pore, how
Arg-135 blocks ZPP passage by interacting with Glu-240
and Asp-237 (Fig. 9). In the reverse (entrance) cases, how-
ever, the inhibitor molecule has more mobility and interacts
closely with the pore, leading to bigger changes (including
Arg-135) and to more successful entry trials—total number
Biophysical Journal 108(1) 116–125



FIGURE 9 Bottom view of the b-propeller (white ribbons) of bacterial

POP showing Arg-135 blocking the center of the pore by interacting with

Glu-240 and Asp-378. ZPP is shown with yellow licorice. To see this figure

in color, go online.
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of 27 pore entrances to only two exits for the bottom
pathway of bacterial POP (Table 1).

Our results correlate the larger degree of loop opening in
bacterial POP with the appearance of exit events through it.
Along the exit pathway, the hydrophobic interactions of
ZPP’s proline with Phe-174 and Tyr-233 closely resemble
the interactions of the inhibitor in the active site (for
example with residues Phe-476 and Trp-595 in porcine
POP). In addition, the orientation of ZPP when exiting,
Fig. 6 B, agrees with the one adopted when entering: the
proline moiety finding first this hydrophobic cavity. Orienta-
tions of the side chains of Phe-174 and Tyr-233 change
dynamically through both processes, adopting conforma-
tions that consecutively interact with the phenyl or proline
rings in ZPP. Additional residues showing large motion in
some exiting trajectories are Tyr-190 (also located in
porcine POP) and Arg-232.

In an attempt to model the entire process, we diffused an
11-residue peptide from the bottom pore to the porcine
active site. The substrate reached the active site with a
smooth energy profile, agreeing with the preference
observed in ZPP for the bottom entrance. Interestingly, af-
ter the cleavage and forming the two-residue product we
observe a preference for the dipeptide exiting through the
loop pathway. This difference could come not only because
of the partial shielding of the bottom pore from the
remainder nonapeptide, but also because of the size of
the leaving ligand. We studied this hypothesis with an
additional 400 simulations where we removed the nona-
peptide. The 19/29 ratio for loop/bottom exits shows
higher occurrence through the bottom pore, although the
loop one still participates in 40% of the successful cases.
This means that the option for exiting products through
the bottom pore will be further impeded with the presence
of a large molecule (i.e., our modeled nonapeptide prod-
uct) in the POP cavity or even totally obstructed. Of
significant importance in this case is the conformation of
the N-terminus of the substrate and which part of the
Biophysical Journal 108(1) 116–125
POP b-propeller domain has been occupied. Our 11-resi-
due peptide simulations show that the tail of the peptide
prefers extended conformations covering the area close
to the bottom. Extensive preliminary active site search
and docking calculation by us, showed good interactions
in proximity of the b-propeller pore. These observations
seem to agree with the only crystal structure with a bigger
substrate—a bulky octapeptide in porcine POP, PDB entry
1E8N (32). In this crystal, the N-terminus is pointing to-
ward the bottom, whereas the C-terminus is not well
resolved. Thus, all together this indicates that longer pep-
tide will obstruct the bottom passage and drive the prod-
ucts release through the loop opening.

Our binding energy and entropy estimates indicate large
compensation effects. Although this topic has been under
debate, numerous recent calorimetric studies seem to sup-
port its importance (33,34). We have studied three pep-
tide-like substrates with large flexibility and entropy loss
upon binding, in agreement with recent observations
(31). Interestingly, the polar large cavity in POP seems
to have evolved to compensate for this reduction in
mobility by increasing the number of protein-ligand inter-
actions. This is clear when inspecting the binding energy
plots where we observe a sudden large increase (in abso-
lute value) once the ligand enters the cavity (see, for
example, Fig.7 C at steps ~50). Due to the large errors
in entropy calculations, however, any attempt to obtain ac-
curate binding free energies should use more sophisticated
methods; our binding energies are only of qualitative
nature.

In addition to the large polar cavity, our PELE and MD
simulations show a hydrophobic pocket (similar to the one
for proline in the active site of POP) buried and uncovered
by the loop motions, which could be a trigger mechanism
for peptide release. Thus, product exit seems to follow three
steps: initial ligand binding to the predocking site followed
by a larger opening of the loop, which pulls out the products
in the same direction and then exit through it. This mecha-
nism would agree with the experimental results showing that
mutants lacking a flexible loop convert POP to an inefficient
enzyme (10).

In summary, our extensive computational analysis reveals
a clear preference for ligand entrance through the b-propel-
ler pore. Exit conditions, however, seem to be more specific
of the species, degree of loop opening, and nature of the sub-
strate. Overall, cleavage of a small peptide at the active site
seems to be correlated with its exit along the loop. This loop
is shown to be very flexible in our simulations; modeling
domain-domain opening in mammalian POP (if present)
will require considerably longer simulations.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Two movies are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/
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